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Sound Designer - IN TOUCH GAMES
LIMITED
Halesowen, MID B633BL

About the Job

Job title: Sound Designer : eGaming. 
 
Location: Birmingham, Halesowen (+ in-house relocation assistance). 
 
Salary: £20,000 - £23,000 + bene�ts (inc private pension, �exible working hours, bi-annual
salary reviews, free onsite gym, free daily breakfast/lunch + much more...)

Keywords: Sound Design, Audio Design, Music, Sound Artist, MIDI, Digital Audio, Show Reel,
Gaming, Birmingham.

Sound Designer with Musical Composition, MIDI, Digital Audio Workstation and Sound Design
expertise is highly sought by a multiple award winning games studio based in Birmingham who
are the UK?s largest privately owned mobile e-gaming company! We currently have just over
220+ employees here at our Birmingham HQ and we offer some of the UK?s best career
progression plans and earning potential with bi-annual salary reviews!

In this position, you will compose, record, mix and master musical themes and sound effects
and have responsibility for the creation of in-game audio assets for our suite of mobile, web
and tablet based games. You?ll work closely with our creative and development teams to
implement audio into games, liaise with development and product QA to resolve audio bugs
and issues whilst recording and editing sound effects for our in-house sound library.

You will be pro�cient with creating music solely using MIDI and virtual instruments within a
DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) and have access to our high-tech recording studio which
includes equipment and high-spec facilities to ensure the highest possible quality audio for our
games across multiple devices and platforms!

Key skills we?re looking for?

 
Ability to compose, record, mix and master original music loops in many genres. 
Have an excellent show-reel of high-quality, relevant audio for games (both music and
sound design). 
Pro�ciency using Digital Audio Workstations (ideally Ableton Live) and a range of plug
ins. 
Excellent knowledge of game audio implementation. 

Bonus points for?
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Experience with Game Engines (Unity, Unreal etc). 
Experience with Middleware tech (such as Wwise and FMOD Studio) 

Therefore, if you are a highly skilled and experienced sound designer with musical composition,
sound design and DAW expertise and you would like to join a multiple award winning eGaming
studio who have been accredited as one of the ?Top 1000 Companies to Inspire Britain?, been
recognised by the BBC as a top technology employer and have a 1 star accreditation as a ?Top
Company to Work For? then send in your CV today for review!

 

Job summary

Location
Halesowen, MID B633BL

Job type
Full Time, Permanent

Salary
20,000.00 - 23,000.00 £  per year 
+ comprehensive bene�ts

Posted
21 Days ago

Industries
Computer Software

Education level
Bachelor's Degree

Career level
Experienced (Non-Manager)

Reference code
Intouch-SD-AD

Contact information

Contact name
Matt Evans

Address
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Fountain House, Great Cornbow, Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 3BL 

Jobs from IN TOUCH GAMES LIMITED

Compliance Manager
Graduate/Entry-Level/Junior Web Developer
Finance O�cer
Mid-Level PHP Web Developer
Experienced QA Tester - Mobile Gaming
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